NEWSLETTER
Friday 2 October 2020

Our School motto is “Alta Peto” or “Aim High” which has been reflected in this week’s TRACK theme of
aspiration. I have been so impressed by the way our children have demonstrated academic ambition throughout
the school.
In Nursery, our youngest children are filling their “WOW” boards with amazing pieces of work. Our Reception
children have risen to the challenge of independent work, and have produced some outstanding pieces, notably
in their Science and Maths. Year One have been learning in groups and then comparing numbers using greater
than, less than and equals to signs, and have grasped the concepts with amazing alacrity. Year Two have been
showing off their strong writing skills, creating information texts about the Wright Brothers which Mr Doble was
hugely impressed to see on his visit this week.
What is lovely to see with all of our Year Groups is their obvious pride in their work and the way they stand just a
little taller when they get justifiable praise from their teachers.
I hope you all have a wonderful, if wet, weekend!

Jon Akhurst
Head
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Early Years News
We have been very busy again this week
with our lovely Bees and Butterflies. We
have discussed and shared our very
important “Golden Classroom Rules” and
the children independently used sand
timers for taking turns with their favourite
toys.
“Always be kind” said Eliza
“Make sure we share” said Ethan M
“Listening!” said James
Our outdoor chalet hut has been changed
into a Forest role play area and the
children have had a lot of fun with the
hand puppets in imaginary play.
We used our listening ears this week
during our Little Chefs session and a Giant
Ears sound walk. We listened to the corn
popping in the microwave and enjoyed it
even more when it was ready to eat.
“It smells like seeds” said Conan
“It smells like chocolate” said Otto

On our sound walk with our Giant Ears we
heard many sounds.
“I can hear a loud motorbike” said Xander
“I can hear the trees blowing” said Ethan C
“I can hear a massive truck” said Monty
The children have thoroughly enjoyed
sorting, counting and grouping by colour or
shape … with the odd acorn thrown in!

The Nursery Team
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YEARStage
Key
1 One News
Year 2 children have spent the week
learning about 'The Wright
Brothers'. We started by researching
what other people wrote about
them. We then watched videos of
their flights and documentaries about
them. We gathered facts in note
form and then presented our own
information texts. Mrs Webb was
completely wowed by our
writing! Mr Doble visited our lesson
and was also really impressed by
everyone's knowledge.
We have been learning addition facts
using multiples of ten, bonds to ten,
and related facts, to solve harder
mental additions of 2 digit numbers.
We are getting very quick at bonds to
100!
The guinea pigs have continued to
keep us amused with their
tricks. S'mores has learnt to tip over
his rainbow bridge and now it is
impossible to keep it upright! They
are eating more and more and get
very excited when we arrive every
morning with their food.
In Science we investigated electrical
circuits. We made predictions
and tested different materials to see
which conducted electricity. We had
to work as a team to keep the whole
circuit together.
The Year 2 Team
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TRACK AWARDS

TRACK AWARDS WERE AWARDED TO:

Nursery:
Beau for Teamwork
Oscar for Teamwork

Reception:
William S for Resilience
William C for Resilience

Year 1:
Cameron W for Resilience
Lenny for Kindness
The whole of Cookery Club for Teamwork

Year 2:
Ibby for Aspiration
Senan for Aspiration
Oscar for Aspiration

Values trackers completed for Jojo and Olly.
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SPPA News...
Despite the current restrictions, you will be pleased to know SPPA is
still very much up and running and many SHPPS parents have kindly
volunteered to get involved this year.
We have decided to continue to support CHEER (Care and Help for
East Elmbridge Retired) this year as our chosen charity. They need
our help this year, more than ever before. CHEER has had to curtail
their events programme and stop all groups, meetings and home
visits at this time. I’m sure any funds we raise or anything we can do
to help our retired community will be gratefully received. CHEER
receive 25% of any SPPA profits.
This year, we have been able to donate a significant amount of SPPA funds towards the amazing new
playground, playground toys, sports equipment and some glockenspiels for our children to enjoy.
We will do all that we can to help the school community and raise money for our children and CHEER this year.
We also know we will need to be extra creative with our fundraising!
We would normally be having our Back to School Mixer this evening but there will be other opportunities and,
we will meet again!
It’s not too late to join us so please email sppassoc@gmail.com should you wish to be involved or if you have any
brilliant fundraising ideas!
The SPPA Team

Shrewsbury House School News...
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Art Club...
In our After School Art Club this week, the children made beautiful Venetian style masks, using tissue paper,
feathers, gems and of course, glitter! There were some very surprised parents at pick-up!
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Happy Birthday!

We usually celebrate our children’s birthdays
on this page but at school today Mrs DaviesDuddy celebrated a rather “BIG” birthday!
Mrs Davies-Duddy arrived at school this
morning to find a delicious gluten free
birthday cake, baked by our resident baker
Miss Marcou, and a lot of balloons! She plans
to celebrate this weekend on the beach, in
the rain. We hope she has a fabulous time!

Follow us on Twitter...

If you aren’t already
following us on
Twitter our handle
is @shspreprep and
we regularly update
the account with
news on the
exciting activities in
which the children
are taking part.
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YEAR
1
And finally...some
other lovely moments from our week...
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YEAR 1a few more.)
(...and
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